
ENERGY, Wavelength & Frequency 
The image below is commonly used to diagram the classification of light waves within the electromagnetic 

spectrum. All electromagnetic classifications from radio waves  gamma rays are types of light; however, our 

eyeballs and neural pathways that have evolved for us to see as we do can only interpret or see the visible light 

classification within the wavelength range of 800 nanomaters (red light) to about 300 nanometers (violet 

light). 

  
 
 As shown in the diagram the shorter wavelengths (λ) are on the left and the longer wavelengths (λ) are on the right. 

The shorter the wavelength is the MORE ENERGY and higher frequency (#Hz) the wave will have. The Longer the 
wave is the more spread out it is, so this can only mean that the long wavelength waves have low energy and a 
lower frequency (#Hz). 
 

 ROY G BIV:  Use this name to remember what order to put the colors or light in respect to wavelength (λ) 
 

 Directly Related: the ENERGY of a wave and the frequency (Hz) of a wave are directly related, meaning ig you were 
to increase either one of them (make it larger/more) then the other would also increase (get larger/more) 

 
 Inversely Related: Wavelength behaves the exact opposite of ENERGY & Frequency. If you were to make the 

wavelength larger then the frequency & ENERGY would get smaller. If you were to make the wavelength smaller 
then the frequency & ENERGY would get larger.   

 
 The following are in order from Low ENERGY to HIGH ENERGY. This is the same as low frequency to high frequency.  

 Radio, Micro, Infrared, ROY G BIV, Ultraviolet, X – ray, Gamma Ray 
 

 The following are in order from Low/Short wavelength to High/Long Wavelength.  
 Gamma Ray, X – ray, Ultraviolet, VIB G YOR, Infrared, Micro, Radio 


